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Judicial and Official Criminal Misconduct Since 2000
Case Profile of AHS & Children
Affirmation: Evidence proving the accuracy and truth of the statements made herein are
available upon request.
Injuries: Loss of Parental Rights, Constitutional Rights, Civil Rights, Career, Livelihood,
Property, Current Severe Unlawful Curtailment of Freedom, Imminent Loss of Freedom and
Incarceration.
Victims: AHS & His Two Children (AFS & MRS).
Perpetrators: Judges: TS, DD, MDC & RLR As well as Various Named Court Officers;
Prosecutor, CTH, Jr.; Deputy Prosecutor, BAW;
In Conspiracy With the State Officers DA & SC; And
Attorneys MKW, Jr. & RP.
In Elkhart, Kosciusko & Marshall Counties of State of Indiana United States
Criminal Misconduct: Since 2000, the above perpetrators have knowingly and deliberately
committed (and/or aided and abetted and conspired to) and continue to commit (and/or aid and
abet and/or conspire to commit) and/or cover up the following acts:
 fraud upon the court, the US, IN citizens, and the undersigned under color of law,
- unlawful tampering, falsification by judges and court staff of official court records,
- criminal official misconduct and public corruption, and human rights atrocities,
- discrimination on the basis of race, gender and national origin,
- unlawfully acting as a judge without jurisdiction
- unlawfully acting as a judge without having bond of office as required by law
- conspiracy to issue orders to effect unlawful imprisonment and loss of liberty and
deprivation of family life and livelihood as retaliation and violation of First
Amendment rights of free speech as a tool to prevent individuals from exposing the
judicial corruption,
- endangerment of the safety and well-being of minor children and knowingly aiding
and abetting and contributing to abuse of minor children, and covering up of same,
- knowingly and egregiously aiding and abetting in fraud and defrauding the
undersigned,US government and the tax payer,
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lying under color of law, lying and making false statements in court orders,
threats and intimidation in court hearings against the undersigned,
conspiracy and fraud under color of law,
obstruction of justice and perverting the course of justice, nepotism and cronyism,
ex parte communications in conspiracy to cover up fraud against the undersigned,
violating and showing disdain for the federal and state laws and the Constitution,
violations of the Constitution and constitutional rights of the undersigned under the
First Amendment, Fourth Amendment, Sixth Amendment, Seventh Amendment, Ninth
amendment, Thirteenth Amendment, and Fourteenth Amendment,
treason against the United States (as defined by the Constitution and the US
Supreme Court directives),
Destruction of the undersigned's and his children's livelihood, family life, career, health,
property, “pursuit of happiness”, present severe curtailment of freedom and imminent
loss of freedom.

Description:
This case arose in 2000 out of criminal judicial misconduct and fraud under the colour of law
and in conspiracy between certain state court judges and other parties perpetrating the said
crimes against AHS and his two children. In addition to various criminal injuries upon AHS
and his children, the said crimes also caused infliction of abuse, with the knowledge and
aiding and abetting of the said judges, upon the children in question.
Since 2001, AHS, as pro se, has resorted to various state and federal court remedies which
also included law suits against the said state judges filed in federal courts. In one case, the
state Attorney General represented the state judge in federal court. However, due to the
complicity to cover up judicial and official crimes under the colour of law these suits were
dismissed on mere, and questionable, technicalities without prejudice and without
consideration of the merits of the cases.

Affirmation:
I, AHS, do, under penalty for perjury, hereby confirm that I am personally aware of the above
and the statements contained herein are true to the best of my knowledge.

AHS
/s/ AHS
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